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Origin
Created in 1995, under the auspices of the
UNESCO International Hydrological Programme

Mission
Advancing sustainable hydropower

Membership
107 member organisations worldwide

Partnerships
More than 50 partners: United Nations, governments, 
NGOs, development, financial and research institutions

1 Who we are 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To introduce the IHA, we were set up in 1995 as a not-for-profit association of hydropower companies and organisationsOur missionDo this through our strategic objective



1 Our members

Global players

Regional players

Research & non-profit

Utilities and IPP 

www.hydropower.org/membership-directory

Consultancies
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http://www.hydropower.org/membership-directory


1 Our partners

NGO and civil society

Finance & development

Research & academia

International organisation

Governments

Governmental entities
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1 What we do

International 
initiatives
to unlock sustainable 
hydropower potential 
around the world 

Sharing knowledge
Training, knowledge 
networks, webinars, 
workshops 

Reports 
Annual reports and 
briefings based on 
sector monitoring 

World Hydropower 
Congress 
Biennial international 
business forum and 
workshops

Networking  
Identification and 
introduction to 
experts globally

… with experts and 
decision-makers



1 Where we work

6 regions
North America
South America
Africa
Europe
Asia 1 
Asia 2 



1 Where we work
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1 Top challenges

River basin development

Regional interconnections

Operations and maintenance

Modernisation

Clean energy systems 

Project benefits 

Trends and statistics 

Climate mitigation 
(GHG emissions)

Climate resilience

Sediment management

Climate bonds

Preparation support facility

Water footprint

Sustainability
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Digitalisation

2 What are we talking about?

DataBIG DATA

Digitisation

Remote control systems

Decision-making Machine learning
Virtual power plant

the cloud

Artificial intelligence

Clean energy systems
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Digitisation of hydropowerBuzz words Internet of things, Blockchain Big data, algorithmic trading, artificial intelligenceDigitization vs digitalisation – Digitzation seems to be the easier to define - basically taking an analog "thing" like a paper diagram or material safety data sheet (MSDS) and scanning it to make it digital. But, digitalization encompasses so much more than simply scanning paper documents.The International Energy Agency (IEA) has been spreading this key message for many years: “Digitalization holds great promise to help improve the safety, productivity, efficiency and sustainability of energy systems worldwide. But it also raises questions of security, privacy and economic disruption.” the large-scale integration of renewables and distributed energy resources, the increasing risk of cyberattack, a generational shift in the workforce, aging plant equipment, volatile dynamic pricing and business model disruptionEmerging trend in the hydropower sector is the digitisation of hydropower assets and their control systemsdigitisation of hydropower systems is increasingly needed to allow hydro to work together with other renewable sources and provide increased flexibility and enhanced control for ancillary services (frequency control, balancing services, etc)digitisation playing a major role in improving performance of hydropower turbines, plants and equipment; to reduce O&M costs, and optimise asset management 
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Digitalisation of operations

• Integrated operation with variable renewables
• Optimise reservoir management to maximise revenues
• Extend the operating range of existing hydro units
• Asset performance management
• Maximise energy production
• Enhanced cyber-security
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GEIDCO Summit  |  22 February 2017
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Renewables working together 
for clean energy systems
Power, heat and transport
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So I’d like now to give a few examples on how hydropower working in conjunction with other renewables can enable firm and stable electricity supply to the grid. This can exist at all scales, such as regional power pools in Africa and central America, to national grids and down to the project level. Recent media reports of 100% renewable energy production in Costa Rica and Portugal were both predicated on substantial input from available hydropower capacity, while Iceland and Norway have achieved 100% renewable electricity on the back of their hydropower for a long time now. 



GEIDCO Summit  |  22 February 2017

1min
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Regulation
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hydropower

load

Generation
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GW Time Shift
Solar output with rainfallSolar output with full sun Solar output with clouds

Hydropower filling the gaps between supply and 
demand and storing surplus electricity. Solar 
power offsetting generation and conserving water
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Asset management is becoming increasingly challenging across the sector as a growing number of hydropower assets are reaching the end of their expected life. By 2050, it is estimated that roughly half of the entire fleet of existing hydropower equipment will require modernisation. The digitisation of hydropower plants, control systems and surrounding networks is an emerging industry trend that promises to optimise asset management and performance.For example, the digitisation of hydropower systems is increasingly being implemented to allow hydro to work together with other renewable resources to provide increased flexibility and enhanced control for ancillary services (frequency control, balancing services, etc). 



Control system upgrade at 
Sardar Sarovar hydro plant in India 

Digitalisation of operations3
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Digitisation of hydropowerABB won an order to upgrade the control system for five of the power plant’s generating units located in the Canal Head Power House. Each unit consists of a Kaplan turbine with 50 MW and uses an ABB Procontrol P13 / 42 control system “that had been installed in the early 90s through BHEL.”��Upgrades included five stations for auto-sequence of the individual units, one common station each for auxiliary control and switch yard monitoring, and a diagnostics station, all connected through an P13 / 42 intra-plant bus.Later on we will hear from Itaipu and EDF about their experience



Digitalisation of maintenance

• Remote condition monitoring , automated sensors
• Optimised maintenance scheduling = Reduced outage costs
• Fully integrated asset management planning tools
• Machine-based learning
• Data analytics
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ENEL Green Power installing Drones for monitoring and 
maintenance of hydroelectric power plants

SINTEF launched a program called MONITOR X  aimed at 
optimising lifetime utilization of hydropower plants based on 
monitoring of technical condition and risk

Digitalisation of maintenance3

Image credit: GE
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Digitalising modernisation3
• Optimise life extension decisions
• Enhanced efficiency improvements 

through digital machine learning
• Digital mapping of key assets
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Digitalising modernisation3

Salto Grande modernisation

EDP Alqueva pumped-hydropower 
storage plant modernisation
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Find out more about 
hydropower worldwide 

hydropower.org
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